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A biographical approach to American history uses 
engaging true stories as read-alouds four days in each 
unit. The fifth day in each unit is used for creating a history 
notebook entry.

Hands-on art, history, timeline, vocabulary, narration, and 
geography activities rotate through this box in the plans of 
each unit. These coordinate with the history stories.

Classic poems are used for copywork, vocabulary study, 
poetry lessons, choral reading, and enjoyment.

In each unit students memorize a verse from Proverbs, study 
a Godly character quality, hear a devotional, and discuss a 
Bible passage that corresponds with the history stories.

Classic hymns are practiced by adding a new verse each unit 
until each hymn is learned.

 

 

 

Three days in each unit are devoted to spelling or dictation. 
Cursive handwriting practice is scheduled daily. Daily 
grammer and writing lessons are planned using the text 
Preparing to Build: English 2 or Beginning Wisely: English 3.

 

Real books are at the heart of our reading plans.             
Follow the provided schedule in the Appendix for 
an emerging reader. For an independent reader, use           
Drawn Into The Heart of Reading.

Science readings come from stories that bring science to life 
for the young student. Short experiments, notebook entries, 
and narration practice coordinate with the readings.

Nine different types of literature are studied within the 
storytime box of the plans. Lessons on genres, story elements, 
narration, and Godly character traits are included in each unit.

 

 

Quick, hands-on math lessons are provided two or three 
times each week to go with Singapore Math 2A/2B. A 
schedule for Math 3A/3B is in the Appendix.

 

Let’s sneak a peek inside the
Bigger Hearts for His Glory Teacher’s Guide!
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